Hand Sewn Microbe Puppets

Items needed:
- String
- Plastic needles
- Scissors
- Leather or Clear Plastic
- Hole Puncher
- Poly-Fil Stuffing

Directions:
1. Get to pieces of leather or clear plastic and cut them to your desired shape.
2. With the hole puncher, create holes that are about ½ an inch apart around the shape you created.
3. Thread the needle and add a knot at the end of your thread.
4. Put your needle through a hole and make a knot, so the thread stays in place.
5. Continue putting your needle through each hole.
6. When you are almost done, leave a small opening and add your poly-fil stuffing.
7. Continue sewing until you have reached the end.
8. Add a knot.
9. Use any loose materials or markers to decorate your germ puppet.